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IN THIS LESSON YOU WILL LEARN ABOUT

 IF statement

 While loop

 For loop
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If, elif and 
else statements

If, elif and 
else statements

 The IF statement is a decision-making statement that guides 
a program to make decisions based on specified criteria. 
The elif is short for else if. It allows us to check for multiple 
expressions.

 If the condition for if is False, it checks the condition of the 
next elif block and so on.

 If all the conditions are False, the body of else is executed.
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Let's practice!Let's practice!

Write a program that reads a natural number from the 
keyboard and checks if the number is even or odd.
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Exercise1

Code:

Output:



Exercise 2Exercise 2

Check which number is the greatest between 3 numbers.
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Output:

Code:



Exercise 3Exercise 3
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There is a given number of maximum 9 
digits. Print how many digits the 
number has.

Output:
Code:



Practice alone!Practice alone!

Write python instructions that, when reading from the keyboard the 
value of 3 angles, displays the nature of the triangle.
(equilateral, isosceles, rectangled triangle or scalene).
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Examples of output:



The "while" loopThe "while" loop

 With the while loop we can execute a set 
of statements as long as a condition is true.

 The while loop requires relevant variables to be ready, 
in this example we need to define an indexing variable.
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Let's practice!Let's practice!

Numbers are read from the keyboard until zero appears. Determine how many
of them were even.
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Exercise 1

Code: Output:



Exercise 2Exercise 2
Read a natural number n. Print the number obtained by inverting the positions
of the digits occupied by the read number.
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Code:
Output:



Practice alone!Practice alone!
2 numbers are given: n and a. Print n *

.
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Examples of output:

10a



The "for" loopThe "for" loop
 We use the "for" loop in order to repeat a statement/a series 

of statements for as long as a fixed condition allows it.

 The "for" loop offers the possibility of increasing/decreasing 
the control variable's value easily.
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Let's practice together!
Exercise 1

Let's practice together!
Exercise 1
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An integer is read.
Using the "for" loop,
show all the natural
numbers that are
less than or equal to
x in a consecutive
order.



Exercise 2Exercise 2
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Print all natural
numbers from 1 to
a given number
x, twice. First time
in a consecutive
order and then
backwards.



Exercise 3Exercise 3
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Show all natural
numbers from a
given integer x to
1 backwards.



Exercise 4Exercise 4
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We read n numbers
from the keyboard.
After reading a
number, we verify if
it is a perfect square.



Practice alone!Practice alone!
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Print 10 to a given
exponent n in the
console.



Exercise 5 (WHILE VS FOR)Exercise 5 (WHILE VS FOR)
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There are given n natural numbers. Calculate their geometric mean.



Congratulations!
Today you have learned about:

IF statement

While loop

For loop
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